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1 IntroductionConsider a �nite complex X PL{embedded into the n{dimensional sphere Sn .Alexander duality identi�es the (reduced integer) homology Hi(Sn rX) withthe cohomology Hn�1�i(X). This implies that the homology (or even the sta-ble homotopy type) of the complement cannot distinguish between possiblydi�erent embeddings of X into Sn . Note that there cannot be a duality for ho-motopy groups as one can see by considering the fundamental group of classicalknot complements, ie the case X = S1 and n = 3.However, one can still ask whether additional information about X does lead toadditional information about SnrX . For example, if X is a smooth closed (n�1 � i){dimensional manifold then the cohomological fundamental class is dualto a spherical class in Hi(SnrX). Namely, it is represented by any meridionali{sphere which by de�nition is the boundary of a normal disk at a point in X .This geometric picture explains the dimension shift in the Alexander dualitytheorem.By reversing the roles of X and Sn rX in this example we see that it is nottrue that Hi(X) being spherical implies that Hn�1�i(Sn r X) is spherical.However, the following result shows that there is some kind of improved dualityif one does not consider linking dimensions. One should think of the Gropes inour theorem as means of measuring how spherical a homology class is.Theorem 1 (Grope Duality) If X � S4 is the disjoint union of closed em-bedded Gropes of class k then H2(S4 rX) is freely generated by r disjointlyembedded closed Gropes of class k . Here r is the rank of H1(X) . Moreover,H2(S4 r X) cannot be generated by r disjoint maps of closed gropes of classk + 1 .As a corollary to this result we show in 4.2 that certain Milnor �{invariants ofa link in S3 are unchanged under a Grope concordance.The Gropes above are framed thickenings of very simple 2{complexes, calledgropes, which are inductively built out of surface stages, see Figure 1 and Sec-tion 2. For example, a grope of class 2 is just a surface with a single boundarycomponent and gropes of bigger class contain information about the lower cen-tral series of the fundamental group. Moreover, every closed grope has a fun-damental class in H2(X) and one obtains a geometric de�nition of the Dwyer�ltration �2(X) � : : : � �k(X) � : : : � �3(X) � �2(X) = H2(X)52
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by de�ning �k(X) to be the set of all homology classes represented by mapsof closed gropes of class k into X . Theorem 1 can thus be roughly formulatedas saying that 4{dimensional Alexander duality preserves the disjoint Dwyer�ltration.

Figure 1: A grope of class 2 is a surface { two closed gropes of class 4Figure 1 shows that each grope has a certain \type" which measures how thesurface stages are attached. In Section 2 this will be made precise using certainrooted trees, compare Figure 2. In Section 4 we give a simple algorithm forobtaining the trees corresponding to the dual Gropes constructed in Theorem 1.The simplest application of Theorem 1 (with class k = 2) is as follows. Considerthe standard embedding of the 2{torus T 2 into S4 (which factors through theusual unknotted picture of T 2 in S3 ). Then the boundary of the normal bundleof T 2 restricted to the two essential circles gives two disjointly embedded torirepresenting generators of H2(S4 r T 2) �= Z2 . Since both of these tori may besurgered to (embedded) spheres, H2(S4 r T 2) is in fact spherical. However,it cannot be generated by two maps of 2{spheres with disjoint images, since amap of a sphere may be replaced by a map of a grope of arbitrarily big class.This issue of disjointness leads us to study the relation of gropes to classical linkhomotopy. We use Milnor group techniques to give new proofs and improvedversions of the two central results of [2], namely the Grope Lemma and the LinkComposition Lemma. Our generalization of the grope lemma reads as follows.Theorem 2 Two n{component links in S3 are link homotopic if and only ifthey cobound disjointly immersed annulus-like gropes of class n in S3 � I .This result is stronger than the version given in [2] where the authors only makea comparison with the trivial link. Moreover, our new proof is considerablyshorter than the original one. 53
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Our generalization of the link composition lemma is formulated as Theorem 3in Section 5. The reader should be cautious about the proof given in [2]. Itturns out that our Milnor group approach contributes a beautiful feature toMilnor's algebraization of link homotopy: He proved in [10] that by forgettingone component of the unlink one gets an abelian normal subgroup of the Milnorgroup which is the additive group of a certain ring R . We observe that theMagnus expansion of the free Milnor groups arises naturally from consideringthe conjugation action of the quotient group on this ring R . Moreover, weshow in Lemma 5.3 that \composing" one link into another corresponds tomultiplication in that particular ring R . This fact is the key in our proof ofthe link composition lemma.Our proofs completely avoid the use of Massey products and Milnor�{invariantsand we feel that they are more geometric and elementary than the originalproofs. This might be of some use in studying the still unsolved A-B{sliceproblem which is the main motivation behind trying to relate gropes, their du-ality and link homotopy. It is one form of the question whether topologicalsurgery and s{cobordism theorems hold in dimension 4 without fundamentalgroup restrictions. See [4] for new developments in that area.Acknowledgements: It is a pleasure to thank Mike Freedman for many impor-tant discussions and for providing an inspiring atmosphere in his seminars. Inparticular, we would like to point out that the main construction of Theorem 1is reminiscent of the methods used in the linear grope height raising procedureof [5]. The second author would like to thank the Miller foundation at UCBerkeley for their support.2 Preliminary facts about gropes and the lowercentral seriesThe following de�nitions are taken from [5].De�nition 2.1 A grope is a special pair (2{complex, circle). A grope has aclass k = 1; 2; : : : ;1 . For k = 1 a grope is de�ned to be the pair (circle,circle). For k = 2 a grope is precisely a compact oriented surface � with asingle boundary component. For k �nite a k{grope is de�ned inductively asfollow: Let f�i; �i; i = 1; : : : ; genusg be a standard symplectic basis of circlesfor �. For any positive integers pi; qi with pi + qi � k and pi0 + qi0 = k forat least one index i0 , a k{grope is formed by gluing pi{gropes to each �i andqi{gropes to each �i . 54
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The important information about the \branching" of a grope can be very wellcaptured in a rooted tree as follows: For k = 1 this tree consists of a singlevertex v0 which is called the root. For k = 2 one adds 2�genus(�) edgesto v0 and may label the new vertices by �i; �i . Inductively, one gets thetree for a k{grope which is obtained by attaching pi{gropes to �i and qi{gropes to �i by identifying the roots of the pi{(respectively qi{)gropes withthe vertices labeled by �i (respectively �i ). Figure 2 below should explain thecorrespondence between gropes and trees.

root
leaves

Figure 2: A grope of class 5 and the associated treeNote that the vertices of the tree which are above the root v0 come in pairscorresponding to the symplectic pairs of circles in a surface stage and that suchrooted paired trees correspond bijectively to gropes. Under this bijection, theleaves (:= 1{valent vertices) of the tree correspond to circles on the grope whichfreely generate its fundamental group. We will sometimes refer to these circlesas the tips of the grope. The boundary of the �rst stage surface � will bereferred to as the bottom of the grope.Given a group �, we will denote by �k the k -th term in the lower central seriesof �, de�ned inductively by �1 := � and �k := [�;�k�1] , the characteristicsubgroup of k{fold commutators in �.Lemma 2.2 (Algebraic interpretation of gropes [5, 2.1]) For a space X, a loop lies in �1(X)k; 1 � k < ! , if and only if  bounds a map of some k{grope.Moreover, the class of a grope (G; ) is the maximal k such that  2 �1(G)k .A closed k{grope is a 2{complex made by replacing a 2{cell in S2 with a k{grope. A closed grope is sometimes also called a sphere-like grope. Similarly,55
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one has annulus-like k{gropes which are obtained from an annulus by replacinga 2{cell with a k{grope. Given a space X , the Dwyer's subgroup �k(X) ofH2(X) is the set of all homology classes represented by maps of closed gropes ofclass k into X . Compare [5, 2.3] for a translation to Dwyer's original de�nition.Theorem (Dwyer's Theorem [1]) Let k be a positive integer and let f :X �! Y be a map inducing an isomorphism on H1 and an epimorphism onH2=�k . Then f induces an isomorphism on �1=(�1)k .A Grope is a special \untwisted" 4{dimensional thickening of a grope (G; );it has a preferred solid torus (around the base circle  ) in its boundary. This\untwisted" thickening is obtained by �rst embedding G in R3 and takingits thickening there, and then crossing it with the interval [0; 1]. The de�ni-tion of a Grope is independent of the chosen embedding of G in R3 . Onecan alternatively de�ne it by a thickening of G such that all relevant relativeEuler numbers vanish. Similarly, one de�nes sphere- and annulus-like Gropes,the capital letter indicating that one should take a 4{dimensional untwistedthickening of the corresponding 2{complex.3 The Grope LemmaWe �rst recall some material from [10]. Two n{component links L and L0 inS3 are said to be link-homotopic if they are connected by a 1{parameter familyof immersions such that distinct components stay disjoint at all times. L is saidto be homotopically trivial if it is link-homotopic to the unlink. L is almosthomotopically trivial if each proper sublink of L is homotopically trivial.For a group � normally generated by g1; : : : ; gk its Milnor group M� (withrespect to g1; : : : ; gk ) is de�ned to be the quotient of � by the normal subgroupgenerated by the elements [gi; ghi ] , where h 2 � is arbitrary. Here we use theconventions [g1; g2] := g1 � g2 � g�11 � g�12 and gh := h�1 � g � h:M� is nilpotent of class � k+1, ie it is a quotient of �=(�)k+1 , and is generatedby the quotient images of g1; : : : ; gk , see [4]. The Milnor group M(L) of a linkL is de�ned to be M�1(S3 r L) with respect to its meridians mi . It is thelargest common quotient of the fundamental groups of all links link-homotopicto L , hence one obtains: 56
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Theorem (Invariance under link homotopy [10]) If L and L0 are link homo-topic then their Milnor groups are isomorphic.The track of a link homotopy in S3 � I gives disjointly immersed annuli withthe additional property of being mapped in a level preserving way. However,this is not really necessary for L and L0 to be link homotopic, as the followingresult shows.Lemma 3.1 (Singular concordance implies homotopy [6], [7], [9])If L � S3 � f0g and L0 � S3 � f1g are connected in S3 � I by disjointlyimmersed annuli then L and L0 are link-homotopic.Remark This result was recently generalized to all dimensions, see [13].Our Grope Lemma (Theorem 2 in the introduction) further weakens the con-ditions on the objects that connect L and L0 .Proof of Theorem 2 Let G1; : : : ; Gn be disjointly immersed annulus-likegropes of class n connecting L and L0 in S3�I . To apply the above Lemma 3.1,we want to replace one Gi at a time by an immersed annulus Ai in the com-plement of all gropes and annuli previously constructed.Let's start with G1 . Consider the circle c1 which consists of the union of the�rst component l1 of L , then an arc in G1 leading from l1 to l01 , then the �rstcomponent l01 of L0 and �nally the same arc back to the base point. Then then{grope G1 bounds c1 and thus c1 lies in the n-th term of the lower centralseries of the group �1(S3 � I rG), where G denotes the union of G2; : : : ; Gn .As �rst observed by Casson, one may do �nitely many �nger moves on thebottom stage surfaces of G (keeping the components Gi disjoint) such that thenatural projection induces an isomorphism�1(S3 � I rG) �=M�1(S3 � I rG)(see [4] for the precise argument, the key idea being that the relation [mi;mhi ]can be achieved by a self �nger move on Gi which follows the loop h .) Butthe latter Milnor group is normally generated by (n� 1) meridians and is thusnilpotent of class � n . In particular, ci bounds a disk in S3 � I r G whichis equivalent to saying that l1 and l01 cobound an annulus A1 , disjoint fromG2; : : : ; Gn .Since �nger moves only change the immersions and not the type of a 2{complex,ie an immersed annulus stays an immersed annulus, the above argument canbe repeated n times to get disjointly immersed annuli A1; : : : ; An connectingL and L0 . 57
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4 Grope DualityIn this section we give the proof of Theorem 1 and a re�nement which explainswhat the trees corresponding to the dual Gropes look like. Since we now con-sider closed gropes, the following variation of the correspondence to trees turnsout to be extremely useful. Let G be a closed grope and let G0 denote G witha small 2{cell removed from its bottom stage. We de�ne the tree TG to be thetree corresponding to G0 (as de�ned in Section 2) together with an edge addedto the root vertex. This edge represents the deleted 2{cell and it turns out tobe useful to de�ne the root of TG to be the 1{valent vertex of this new edge.See Figure 4 for an example of such a tree.Proof of Theorem 1 Abusing notation, we denote by X the core grope ofthe given 4{dimensional Grope in S4 . Thus X is a 2{complex which has aparticularly simple thickening in S4 which we may use as a regular neighbor-hood. All constructions will take place in this regular neighborhood, so we mayassume that X has just one connected component. Let f�i;j ; �i;jg denote astandard symplectic basis of curves for the i-th stage Xi of X ; these curvescorrespond to vertices at a distance i+ 1 from the root in the associated tree.Here X1 is the bottom stage and thus a closed connected surface. For i > 1,the Xi are disjoint unions of punctured surfaces. They are attached along someof the curves �i�1;j or �i�1;j .Let Ai;j denote the �{circle bundle of Xi in S4 , restricted to a parallel dis-placement of �i;j in Xi , see Figure 3. The corresponding �{disk bundle, for� small enough, can be used to see that the 2{torus Ai;j has linking number1 with �i;j and does not link other curves in the collection f�s;t; �s;tg . Notethat if there is a higher stage attached to �i;j then it intersects Ai;j in a singlepoint, while if there is no stage attached to �i;j then Ai;j is disjoint from X ,and the generator of H2(S4rX) represented by Ai;j is Alexander-dual to �i;j .Similarly, let Bi;j denote a 2{torus representative of the class dual to �i;j .There are two inductive steps used in the construction of the stages of dualGropes.Step 1 Let  be a curve in the collection f�i;j ; �i;jg , and let X 0 denote thesubgrope of X which is attached to  . Since X is framed and embedded, aparallel copy of  in S4 bounds a parallel copy of X 0 in the complement of X .If there is no higher stage attached to  then the application of Step 1 to thiscurve is empty.Step 2 Let �i be a connected component of the i-th stage of X , and let midenote a meridian of �i in S4 , that is, mi is the boundary of a small normal58
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�i�i;j  = �i;j
Ai;j �i;j (displaced)X 0 mi�1�i�1;n � �i�1 �i mi

�i�1;n
Figure 3: Steps 1 and 2disk to �i at an interior point. Suppose i > 1 and let �i�1 denote the previousstage, so that �i is attached to �i�1 along some curve, say �i�1;n . The torusBi�1;n meets �i in a point, but making a puncture into Bi�1;n around thisintersection point and connecting it by a tube with mi exhibits mi as theboundary of a punctured torus in the complement of X , see Figure 3.By construction, H1(X) is generated by those curves f�i;j ; �i;jg which do nothave a higher stage attached to them. Fix one of these curves, say �i;j . We willshow that its dual torus Ai;j is the �rst stage of an embedded Grope G � S4rXof class k . The meridian mi and a parallel copy of �i;j form a symplectic basisof circles for Ai;j . Apply Step 1 to �i;j . If i = 1, the result of Step 1 is a gropeat least of class k and we are done. If i > 1, apply in addition Step 2 to mi .The result of Step 2 is a grope with a new genus 1 surface stage, the tips ofwhich are the meridian mi�1 and a parallel copy of one of the standard curvesin the previous stage, say �i�1;n . The next Step 1 { Step 2 cycle is applied tothese tips. Altogether there are i cycles, forming the grope G .The trees corresponding to dual gropes constructed above may be read o� thetree associated to X , as follows. Start with the tree TX for X , and pick the tip(1{valent vertex), corresponding to the curve �i;j . The algorithm for drawingthe tree TG of the grope G , Alexander-dual to �i;j , reects Steps 1 and 2 above.Consider the path p from �i;j to the root of TX , and start at the vertex �i�1;n ,adjacent to �i;j . Erase all branches in TX , \growing" from �i�1;n , except forthe edge [�i;j �i�1;n] which has been previously considered, and its \partner"branch [�i;j �i�1;n] , and then move one edge down along the path p . This step59
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is repeated i times, until the root of TX is reached. The tree TG is obtainedby copying the part of TX which is not erased, with the tip �i;j drawn as theroot, see �gure 4.
TX TG�i�1;n�i;j �i;j m1m2

Figure 4: A dual tree: The branches in TX to be erased are drawn with dashed lines.Note the \distinguished" path in TG , starting at the root and labelled bymi;mi�1; : : : ;m1 . Each of the vertices mi;mi�1; : : : ;m2 is trivalent (this cor-responds to the fact that all surfaces constructed by applications of Step 2 havegenus 1), see �gures 4, 6. In particular, the class of G may be computed as thesum of classes of the gropes attached to the \partner" vertices of mi; : : : ;m1 ,plus 1.We will now prove that the dual grope G is at least of class k . The proof isby induction on the class of X . For surfaces (class = 2) the construction givestori in the collection fAi;j; Bi;jg . Suppose the statement holds for Gropes ofclass less than k , and let X be a Grope of class k . By de�nition, for eachstandard pair of dual circles �; � in the �rst stage � of X there is a p{gropeX� attached to � and a q{grope X� attached to � with p+ q � k . Let  beone of the tips of X� . By the induction hypothesis, the grope G� dual to  ,given by the construction above for X� , is at least of class p . G is obtainedfrom G� by �rst attaching a genus 1 surface to m2 , with new tips m1 and aparallel copy of � (Step 2), and then attaching a parallel copy of X� (Step 1).According to the computation above of the class of G in terms of its tree, it isequal to p+ q � k .It remains to show that the dual gropes can be made disjoint, and that theyare 0{framed. Each dual grope may be arranged to lie in the boundary of aregular �{neighborhood of X , for some small � . Figure 5 shows how Steps 1and 2 are performed at a distance � from X . Note that although tori Ai;j and60
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Bi;j intersect, at most one of them is used in the construction of a dual gropefor each index (i; j). Taking distinct values �1; : : : ; �r , the gropes are arrangedto be pairwise disjoint. The same argument shows that each grope G has aparallel copy G0 with G \G0 = ; , hence its thickening in S4 is standard.
Ai;j
a parallelcopy of X 0 X 0 �i;j �i;j � �ipunctured Bi;j

mi
�i;j (displaced)

�� ��
Figure 5: Steps 1 and 2 at a distance � from XTo prove the converse part of the theorem, suppose that H2(S4 rX) is gener-ated by r disjoint maps of closed gropes. Perturb the maps in the complementof X , so that they are immersions and their images have at most a �nite num-ber of transverse self-intersection points. The usual pushing down and twistingprocedures from [3] produce closed disjoint 0{framed gropes G1; : : : ; Gr whoseonly failure to being actual Gropes lies in possible self-intersections of the bot-tom stage surfaces. The Gi still lie in the complement of X and have class k+1.The proof of the �rst part of Theorem 1 shows that H2(Y )=�k+1(Y ) is gener-ated by the \Cli�ord tori" in the neighborhoods of self-intersection points of theGi , where Y denotes the complement of all Gi in S4 . Assume X is connected(otherwise consider a connected component of X ), and let X 0 denote X witha 2{cell removed from its bottom stage. The relations given by the Cli�ordtori are among the de�ning relations of the Milnor group on meridians to thegropes, and Dwyer's theorem shows (as in [5], Lemma 2.6) that the inclusionmap induces an isomorphismM�1(X 0)=M�1(X 0)k+1 �=M�1(Y )=M�1(Y )k+1:Consider the boundary curve  of X 0 . Since X is a grope of class k , byLemma 4.1 below we get  =2 M�1(X 0)k+1 . On the other hand,  bounds adisk in Y , hence  = 1 2 M�1(Y ). This contradiction concludes the proof ofTheorem 1.Lemma 4.1 Let (G; ) be a grope of class k . Then  =2M�1(G)k+1 .61
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Proof This is best proven by an induction on k , starting with the fact that�1(�) is freely generated by all �i and �i . Here � is the bottom surface stage ofthe grope (G; ) with a standard symplectic basis of circles �i; �i . The Magnusexpansion for the free Milnor group (see [10], [5] or the proof of Theorem 3)shows that  =Q [�i; �i] does not lie in M�1(�)3 . Similarly, for k > 2, �1(G)is freely generated by those circles in a standard symplectic basis of a surfacestage in G to which nothing else is attached. Now assume that the k{grope(G; ) is obtained by attaching pi{gropes G�i to �i and qi{gropes G�i to�i; pi + qi � k . By induction, �i =2 M�1(G�i)pi+1 and �i =2 M�1(G�i)qi+1since pi; qi � 1. But the free generators of �1(G�i) and �1(G�i) are containedin the set of free generators of �1(G) and therefore  =Q [�i; �i] =2M�1(G)k+1 .Again, this may be seen by applying the Magnus expansion to M�1(G).Remark In the case when all stages of a Grope X are tori, the correspondencebetween its tree TX and the trees of the dual Gropes, given in the proof oftheorem 1, is particularly appealing and easy to describe. Let  be a tip ofTX . The tree for the Grope, Alexander-dual to  , is obtained by redrawingTX , only with  drawn as the root, see Figure 6.
TX TG

 m1 m2 m3Figure 6: Tree duality in the genus 1 caseAs a corollary of Theorem 1 we get the following result.Corollary 4.2 Let L = (l1; : : : ; ln) and L0 = (l01; : : : ; l0n) be two links in S3 �f0g and S3�f1g respectively. Suppose there are disjointly embedded annulus-like Gropes A1; : : : ; An of class k in S3� [0; 1] with @Ai = li [ l0i , i = 1; : : : ; n .Then there is an isomorphism of nilpotent quotients�1(S3 r L)=�1(S3 r L)k �= �1(S3 r L0)=�1(S3 r L0)k62
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Remark For those readers who are familiar with Milnor's ��{invariants weshould mention that the above statement directly implies that for any multi-index I of length jIj � k one gets ��L(I) = ��L0(I). For a di�erent proof of thisconsequence see [8].Proof of Corollary 4.2 The proof is a �k {version of Stallings' proof of theconcordance invariance of all nilpotent quotients of �1(S3rL), see [12]. Namely,Alexander duality and Theorem 1 imply that the inclusion maps(S3 � f0g r L) ,! (S3 � [0; 1] r (A1 [ : : : [An)) - (S3 � f1g r L0)induce isomorphisms on H1( : ) and on H2( : )=�k . So by Dwyer's Theoremthey induce isomorphisms on �1=(�1)k .5 The Link Composition LemmaThe Link Composition Lemma was originally formulated in [2]. The readershould be cautious about its proof given there; it can be made precise usingMilnor's ��{invariants with repeating coe�cients, while this section presents analternative proof.Given a link bL = (l1; : : : ; lk+1) in S3 and a link Q = (q1; : : : ; qm) in the solidtorus S1�D2 , their \composition" is obtained by replacing the last componentof bL with Q . More precisely, it is de�ned as L [ �(Q) where L = (l1; : : : ; lk)and �: S1 � D2 ,! S3 is a 0{framed embedding whose image is a tubularneighborhood of lk+1 . The meridian f1g � @D2 of the solid torus will bedenoted by ^ and we put bQ := Q[^ . We sometimes think of Q or bQ as linksin S3 via the standard embedding S1 �D2 ,! S3 .Theorem 3 (Link Composition Lemma)(i) If bL and bQ are both homotopically essential in S3 then L [ �(Q) is alsohomotopically essential.(ii) Conversely, if L[�(Q) is homotopically essential and if both bL and bQ arealmost homotopically trivial, then both bL and bQ are homotopically essentialin S3 .Remark Part (ii) does not hold without the almost triviality assumption onbL and bQ . For example, let bL consist of just one component l1 , and let Q bea Hopf link contained in a small ball in S1 � D2 . Then L [ �(Q) = �(Q) ishomotopically essential, yet bL is trivial.63
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L
�(S1 �D2)�(^)^0

Figure 7: In this example bL is the Borromean rings, and Q is the Bing double of thecore circle of S1 �D2 .In part (i), if either L or Q is homotopically essential, then their compositionL[�(Q) is also essential. (Note that bQ and �( bQ) are homotopically equivalent,see Lemma 3.2 in [2].) If neither L nor Q is homotopically essential, then bydeleting some components of L and Q if necessary, one may assume that bLand bQ are almost homotopically trivial (and still homotopically essential). Inthe case when L [ �(Q) is not almost homotopically trivial part (i) followsimmediately. Similarly, part (ii) can be proved in this case easily by inductionon the number of components of L and Q .Therefore, we will assume from now on that bL, bQ and L [ �(Q) are almosthomotopically trivial links in S3 .Lemma 5.1 If bL and bQ are both homotopically trivial in S3 then �(^) rep-resents the trivial element in the Milnor group M(L [ �(Q)) .Proof Let ^0 denote �(S1�f1g). The Milnor group M(L[�(Q)) is nilpotentof class k +m + 1, so it su�ces to show that �(^) represents an element in�1(S3r (L[�(Q)))k+m+1 . This will be achieved by constructing an 1{gropeG bounded by �(^) in the complement of L [ �(Q). In fact, the constructionalso gives an 1{grope G0 � S3 r (L [ �(Q)) bounded by ^0 .Consider S1 �D2 as a standard unknotted solid torus in S3 , and let c denotethe core of the complementary solid torus D2 � S1 . Since bQ is homotopicallytrivial, after changing Q by an appropriate link homotopy in S1�D2 , ^ bounds64
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an immersed disk � � S3 in the complement of the new link. Denote the newlink by Q again. Similarly L can be changed so that the untwisted parallelcopy ^0 of lk+1 bounds a disk �0 � S3 r L . Recall that M(L [ �(Q)) doesnot change if L [ �(Q) is modi�ed by a link homotopy.The intersection number of � with c is trivial, since ^ and c do not link.Replace the union of disks � \ (D2 � S1) by annuli lying in @(D2 � S1) toget � � S1 � D2 r Q , an immersed surface bounded by ^ . Similarly theintersection number of �0 with the core circle of �(S1 �D2) is trivial, and ^0bounds �0 � S3 r (L [ �(Q)). The surfaces �(�) and �0 are the �rst stagesof the gropes G and G0 respectively.Notice that half of the basis for H1(�(�)) is represented by parallel copies of ^0 .They bound the obvious surfaces: annuli connecting them with ^0 union with�0 , which provide the second stage for G . Since this construction is symmetric,it provides all higher stages for both G and G0 .Lemma 5.2 Let i: S3r neighborhood (bLrl1) �! S3r(L[�(Q)rl1) denotethe inclusion map, and let i# be the induced map on �1 . Then i# induces awell de�ned map i� of Milnor groups.Remark Given two groups G and H normally generated by gi respectivelyhj , let MG and MH be their Milnor groups de�ned with respect to the givensets of normal generators. If a homomorphism �: G �! H maps each gi toone of the hj then it induces a homomorphism M�: MG �!MH . In general,�: G �! H induces a homomorphism of the Milnor groups if and only if �(gi)commutes with �(gi)�(g) in MH for all i and all g 2 G .Proof of Lemma 5.2 The Milnor groups M(bLr l1) and M(L [ �(Q) r l1)are generated by meridians. Moreover, i#(mi) = mi for i = 2; : : : ; k andi#(mk+1) = �(^) where m1; : : : ;mk+1 are meridians to the components of bL .Hence to show that i� is well-de�ned it su�ces to prove that all the commuta-tors [�(^); (�^)i#(g)]; g 2 �1(S3 r (bLr l1));are trivial in M(L[�(Q)rl1)). Consider the following exact sequence, obtainedby deleting the component q1 of Q .ker( ) �!M(L [ �(Q)r l1)  �!M(L [ �(Q)r (l1 [ �(q1))) �! 065
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An application of Lemma 5.1 to (bLrl1) and to ( bQrq1) shows that  (�(^)) = 1and hence �(^); �(^)g 2 ker( ). The observation that ker( ) is generatedby the meridians to �(q1) and hence is commutative �nishes the proof ofLemma 5.2.Proof of Theorem 3 Let M(Fm1 ;:::;ms+1) be the Milnor group of a free group,ie the Milnor group of the trivial link on s+1 components with meridians mi .Let R(y1; : : : ; ys) be the quotient of the free associative ring on generatorsy1; : : : ; ys by the ideal generated by the monomials yi1 � � � yir with one indexoccurring at least twice. The additive group (R(y1; : : : ; ys);+) of this ring isfree abelian on generators yi1 � � � yir where all indices are distinct. Milnor [10]showed that setting ms+1 = 1 induces a short exact sequence of groups1 �! (R(y1; : : : ; ys);+) r�!M(Fm1 ;:::;ms+1) i�!M(Fm1;:::;ms) �! 1where r is de�ned on the above free generators by left-iterated commutatorswith ms+1 : r(yj1 � � � yjk) := [mj1 ; [mj2 ; : : : ; [mjk ;ms+1] : : :]]In particular, r(0) = 1 and r(1) = ms+1 . Obviously, the above extensionof groups splits by sending mi to mi . This splitting induces the followingconjugation action of M(Fm1;:::;ms) on R(y1; : : : ; ys). Let Y := yj1 � � � yjk , thenmi � r(Y ) �m�1i = [mi; r(Y )] � r(Y ) =[mi; [mj1 ; [mj2 ; : : : ; [mjk ;ms+1] : : :]] � r(Y ) = r((yi + 1) � Y )which implies that mi acts on R(y1; : : : , ys) by ring multiplication with yi+1on the left. Since mi generate the group M(Fm1;:::;ms) this de�nes a wellde�ned homomorphism of M(Fm1;:::;ms) into the units of the ring R(y1; : : : ,ys). In fact, this is the Magnus expansion, well known in the context of freegroups (rather than free Milnor groups). We conclude in particular, that theabelian group (R(y1; : : : ; ys);+) is generated by yi as a module over the groupM(Fm1;:::;ms).Returning to the notation of Theorem 3, we have the following commutativediagram of group extensions. We use the fact that the links L[ �(Q)r l1 andbLr l1 are homotopically trivial. Here yi are the variables corresponding to thelink L and zj are the variables corresponding to �(Q). We introduce shortnotations R(Y) := R(y1; : : : ; yk) and R(Y;Z) := R(y1; : : : ; yk; z2; : : : ; zm).66
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R(Y;Z) r���! M(L [ �(Q)r l1) i���! M(L [ �(Q)r (l1 [ �(q1)))x??� x??lc x??lcR(Y) �r���! M(bLr l1) j���! M(Lr l1)Recall that by de�nition lc(mi) = mi for all meridians m2; : : : ;mk of Lr l1 .Moreover, the link composition map lc sends the meridian mk+1 to the ^{curveof �(Q).The existence of the homomorphism lc on the Milnor group level already impliesour claim (ii) in Theorem 3: By assumption, l1 represents the trivial elementin M(bLr l1) since bL is homotopically trivial. Consequently, lc(l1) = l1 is alsotrivial in M(L[�(Q)r l1) and hence by [10] the link L[�(Q) is homotopicallytrivial.The key fact in our approach to part (i) of Theorem 3 is the following resultwhich says that link composition corresponds to ring multiplication.Lemma 5.3 The homomorphism �:R(y2; : : : ; yk) �! R(y2; : : : ; yk; z2; : : : ; zm)is given by ring multiplication with r�1(^) on the right.Note that by Lemma 5.1 ^ is trivial in M(L [ �(Q) r (l1 [ �(q1))), so that itmakes sense to consider r�1(^). We will abbreviate this important element by^R .Proof of Lemma 5.3 Since the above diagram commutes and (R(y2; : : : ; yk);+) is generated by yi as a module over the group M(Fm2;:::;mk) it su�ces tocheck our claim for these generators yi . We get by de�nitionlc(�r(yi)) = lc([mi;mk+1]) = [mi;^] = (mi � ^ �m�1i ) � ^�1= r((yi + 1) � ^R) � ^�1 = r(yi � ^R):We are using the fact that conjugation by mi corresponds to left multiplicationby (yi + 1).Since L is homotopically trivial and bL is homotopically essential, it followsthat 0 6= l1 2 ker(j). After possibly reordering the yi this implies in additionthat for some integer a 6= 0 we have�r�1(l1) = a � (y2 � � � yk) + terms obtained by permutations from y2 � � � yk:67
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Setting all the meridians mi of L to 1 (which implies setting the variables yito 0), we get a commutative diagram of group extensionsR(Z) r���! M(�(Q)) i���! M(�(Q)r �(q1))x??p x?? x??R(Y;Z) r���! M(L [ �(Q)r l1) i���! M(L [ �(Q)r (l1 [ �(q1)))As before, R(Z) and R(Y;Z) are short notations for R(z2; : : : ; zm) and R(y1;: : : ; yk; z2; : : : ; zm) respectively. Since bQ (and equivalently �( bQ)) is homotopi-cally essential we have 0 6= ^ 2 ker(i). This shows that p(^R) 6= 0. The almosttriviality of bQ implies in addition that after possibly reordering the zj we havefor some integer b 6= 0p(^R) = b � (z2 � � � zm) + terms obtained by permutations from z2 � � � zm:It follows from Lemma 5.3 that r�1(l1) = �r�1(l1) � ^R . This product containsthe term ab � (y2 � � � yk � z2 � � � zm);the coe�cient ab of which is non-zero. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.Remark Those readers who are familiar with Milnor's ��{invariants will haverecognized that the above proof in fact shows that the �rst non-vanishing ��{invariants are multiplicative under link composition.
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